KITCHEN FITTINGS & STORAGE SOLUTIONS
INNOVATION AT ITS BEST

Brought to you by Häfele
Established in 1982, Häfele Australia has been bringing you the latest innovations, sourced from either our own manufacturing plants, or from our partners around the world, for over 30 years. With showrooms and design centres in all states across Australia, we are at your side Australia-wide and look forward to being of service to you for many years to come.

Since Häfele began in Germany 1923, we have been dedicated to bringing quality, not only to our products, but to each customer relationship. Quality is the driving force guiding the efforts of our employees worldwide. As the company’s reach has expanded around the world, Häfele strives to make these values universal. This is accomplished through the remarkable breadth of expertise that Häfele uses every day to help our customers.
HÄFELE BRINGS THE BEST OF EUROPEAN KITCHEN FITTINGS & ACCESSORIES TO YOU!
WHATEVER THE SIZE OR SHAPE OF YOUR KITCHEN, CONVOY REDEFINES THE WAY FOOD IS STORED.
CONVOY FAMILY
YOUR KITCHEN’S BEST KEPT SECRET

CONVOY is a family of seriously stylish cabinets, guaranteed to become one of the favourite features of any home. CONVOY Centro works alongside your fridge, so you have enough room to store all your dry and fresh groceries using one captivating system.

But it’s what you don’t see that makes it really special.

CONVOY Centro does away with conventional frame structures, instead using a pioneering single-tube frame to position smooth floating trays that glide out effortlessly to reveal what’s inside.

Looking for added versatility? Sharing the same intelligent details as the Centro unit, CONVOY Lavido is ideal for all kind of layouts – even behind sliding doors.

Then there’s CONVOY Premio. The embodiment of engineered luxury, you’ll be spellbound by the product’s ability to operate silently and automatically. Opening it is an adventure in itself!

Whatever size or shape of your kitchen, CONVOY redefines the way food is stored.
SURPASS PREVIOUSLY UNATTAINABLE STANDARDS WITH SPACE SAVING FITTINGS FROM HÄFLE
TANDEM FAMILY
IT’S WHAT’S INSIDE THAT COUNTS

The TANDEM Depot pantry unit and TANDEM coffee cabinet offer beautifully efficient solutions for storing supplies and more. Just opening the door will take your breath away. TANDEM Depot uses intelligent pull-out technology to draw the rear shelves automatically bringing kitchen stock towards the user. Abundant storage space is even a feature of the door shelving!

TANDEM Depot is crafted for 450, 500 and 600 mm cabinets, and as most customers can’t get enough of this ingenious solution, it’s possible to double the system in cabinet widths of 900, 1000 and 1200 mm – just as practical, twice as impressive. TANDEM coffee cabinet is the ideal pairing for tall units with an integrated coffee machine, steamer or microwave.
CORNER SPACE UTILISATION WITH OUTSTANDING ACCESS
CORNER SOLUTIONS
CREATING SPACE WITH SPACE

Thanks to Häfele, even your corner units are the ultimate in form and function.

Take the LeMans II. The only corner unit solution that combines corner space utilisation with outstanding access, LeMans II trays swing right out in front of the cabinet at an 85° opening angle and combines optimal space utilisation for a clear overview and beautiful action.

Want more? Take a look at the Magic Corner, the smart solution that’s capable of housing two complete cabinets next to each other in only one corner cabinet, or perhaps the REVO 90 – the innovative corner solution where front panels turn with a carousel-like rotation.

In today’s home, real living requires clever thinking in how to best utilise the space you have. Kesseböhmer Corner Solutions offer the perfect solution.
WHEN IT COMES TO CLEVER STORAGE, HÄFELE REALLY DOES HAVE AN ANSWER FOR JUST ABOUT EVERYTHING
Whether it’s baking trays or cleaning agents, a mixer or a pressure cooker, application-oriented - Kesseböhmer Base Cabinet Solutions allow you easy access to whatever you want.

DISPENSA Junior can be adapted flexibly to different uses – with easy height adjustment and a choice of functional trays. Makes optimal use of space. Base panel mounting makes retrofitting easy.

Good ideas fit everywhere. The No. 15 cabinet is much more than just a welcome filler. When placed by the oven, the No. 15 pull-outs are the convenient solution for spices, the baking tray or the indespensable tea towel.

There’s also the PORTERO, all cleaning agents in one unit. The top basket swings aside for better access to lower baskets. Special feature: the integrated ‘service station’ that can be lifted out and taken along.
THE INTELLIGENT PULL-DOWN SYSTEM FOR WALL UNITS
A pull-down system that floats the contents of your wall unit gently down into easy reach. Operate it one-handed. The iMove and all its contents are pulled down and outwards in one effortless movement. The contents of the top shelves are now easier to reach than the bottom shelf of the wall unit.

The smooth, fluid downward movement is activated by the pull-down plus the weight of the payload. At the endpoint the pull-down locks open automatically, so that you can use both hands for loading and unloading. iMove movement is supported by spring force resulting in a weight capacity of 8kg. The mechanism is integrated in a slim and very compact fitting so that an iMove can also be installed in a relatively shallow wall unit.
THE ELEGANCE OF OPENING. FLAPS FOR MAXIMUM FREEDOM IN MOTION.
OVERHEAD CABINET SOLUTIONS
INTELLIGENT USE OF SPACE

The fittings of the new Free family give overhead flap doors new freedom in movement. This opens up more opportunities in the visual and technical design of furniture and has tangible benefits compared to hinged doors. But above all, it gives the furniture and the room undreamt of elegance and lightness. It doesn’t matter whether a flap is lifted, tilted, swivelled or folded – it immediately provides added value. And last but not least, more efficiency when working.

The Free family fulfils the demands for creative freedom and choice of material, design, ease of installation and convenient operation on a new level.
INDIVIDUAL BY DESIGN, THE FUNCTIONAL CHOICE
HÄFELE MX DRAWERS
LET LIFE COME TO YOU

In a modern world, where it can feel as though we are short on both time and space, we look to our living spaces to deliver solutions that allow us to make the most of these luxuries.

Life is easier when what we want is in front of us. And, having to delve into kitchen and bedroom cupboards to get to things can be laborious, especially with a lack of light.

The latest storage concept introduces movement in an increasingly popular application throughout cleverly designed homes and workspaces – this simple solution replaces cupboards with drawer systems.

The new Häfele MX drawer system is designed to facilitate the concept of delivering life to you in smooth, elegant movements. The Häfele MX asks you to open your mind to new possibilities; to a new, easier lifestyle that quite simply, makes things better.

Be free and embrace the modern world and all it has to offer: Häfele MX drawer systems. Let life come to you.
FLEXIBLE SOLUTIONS TO GET THE MOST FROM YOUR DRAWERS
Häfele offers a variety of flexible accessories to help you customise your drawer system. Perfect for organising plates, dishes, pots, pans and cutlery.

Häfele’s drawer inserts and accessories are suited for use in all popular drawer sizes and styles. Spice containers, cutlery inserts, internal drawer fronts, side elements and hanging waste bins are just some of the solutions on offer.
WHAT COMES IN MUST GO OUT! Häfele has a solution to suit your waste management needs.
PULL-OUT WASTE BINS
KEEP ON TOP OF POTENTIAL MESS WITHOUT ANY FUSS

Keep your kitchen looking nice and tidy with our collection of waste bins and waste sorting accessories. Our range of bins helps you keep on top of potential mess without any fuss, so that your kitchen will always look its best. You can choose our simple, free-standing bins to deal with all sorts of household waste and recyclable materials. Or check out our multiple container ranges that feature up to seven different compartments to sort your waste thoroughly. All helping you to live a sustainable life at home. It’s a win-win solution.
HASSLE FREE AND CONVENIENT LAUNDRY SOLUTIONS FOR YOUR HOME
LAUNDRY SOLUTIONS
ERGONOMIC DESIGN

Hide your laundry, store your extra linen or use as a removable washing basket - the Hideaway Soft Close Laundry Hamper is a high quality storage solution for your home.

Hideaway Laundry hampers feature vents to reduce moisture and a robust steel frame designed to withstand the weight of wet washing, this innovative system is a must for your laundry!

The Hailo Laundry Carrier baskets are colour coded to keep your laundry separated into whites & colours without problems. The aerated design ensures that your washing whether, clean, wet or dirty do not build up smells. And gliding on the soft close runner system ensures the baskets are tucked away neatly when not needed & effortlessly pulled out of the cabinet when it’s time to do the washing.
FEATURES TO SUIT ANY LIFESTYLE, MODERN STYLING AND FLEXIBILITY OF DIFFERENT OPTIONS
When developing new products, convenient solutions are always sought to simplify household tasks and leave the users more free time to spend on the important things in life.

Advanced technology and innovative features combine to bring you Häfele’s sophisticated range of kitchen appliances. Designed around the end-user, our appliances provide complete peace of mind. From ease of use, modern electronic interfaces, elegant and unique style, we strive to bring intelligent solutions into any home that can make a difference to a busy lifestyle.

Blending the very latest in technology with bold & innovative design, our stainless steel range is simply beautiful and will complement the most contemporary kitchen design.

HÄFELE APPLIANCES
A SMART CHOICE FOR ALL KITCHENS
OUTSTANDING FUNCTIONALITY AND ELEGANT DESIGN

SQUARELINE SINK & FLEXIBLE MIXER TAP
When it comes to outstanding functionality and elegant design, nobody does it quite like Häfele. The Squareline sink is no exception. Superbly crafted from high-quality 304, 18/10 brushed stainless steel and 1.2mm thick, it’s the perfect choice for anyone wanting to complement their kitchen, laundry or outdoor living space with the most considered touch.

All edges are laser welded for smooth, clean lines producing a seamless internal 5mm radius for ease of cleaning and each sink in the range comes with contemporary Square basket strainers with built in waste plugs, that link directly to the overflow assembly. It will never overflow. Even if the tap is left running.

Tapware is a significant part of the Squareline sink range and 9 new designer taps have been added, increasing the offer to 18 taps. Some are fixed mixer taps, while others have pull-out vegi and designer spray heads and 3 complete stainless steel taps round out the collection, enabling a variety of choice to suit your needs.
SHINE A LIGHT ON THE LOOX PRODUCT RANGE

LOOX LIGHTING 4000K
Decorative illumination has the power to transform any residential or commercial building. It accentuates architecture, adds mood and can be as important as any significant furniture piece.

It couldn’t be easier. Häfele has a wide range of LED lights available from stock that can be combined in many different ways to compliment the LOOX program. The standard plug in connection makes it child’s play to install the lights into furniture, which means they can be retrofitted by the installer, or by the furniture buyer themself.
simply a handle yet so much more
Hardly anything is as straightforward as a handle. Everyone learns how to use one: simply grasp, pull, push or slide it. Yet here, in this small space, a lot more happens than we perceive at first glance. A handle must accomplish much more than simply performing its function – and it’s precisely this quality that our new collection aims to place within reach of our customers.

Furniture helps order a space and creates a living atmosphere that’s all your own. Handles are the first point of contact with furniture, so when you touch one, you must immediately feel the quality standards to which the furniture aspires. Investment in high-quality materials and unmistakeable design leaves a unique and lasting impression.